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Tire-Road Friction Estimation and
Emergency Braking Control
An adaptive control scheme for emergency braking of vehicles is designed base
LuGre dynamic model for the tire-road friction. The wheel angular speed and long
nal vehicle acceleration information are used to design a fast convergence obse
estimate the vehicle velocity and the internal state of the friction model. The un
parameters of the dynamic friction model are estimated through a parameter adap
law. A Lyapunov-based state estimator and a stabilizing braking controller are des
to achieve near to maximum braking capability of the vehicle. Underestimation
maximum friction coefficient, a very desirable feature from the perspective of sa
guaranteed by a proper choice of adaptation gains and initial values of the esti
friction parameters.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1870036g
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1 Introduction
In recent years, important research has been undertaken

vestigate safety in both manual traffic and automated high
systemssAHSd when highway densities are significantly increa
f1–3g. One specific issue that greatly impacts overall safety i
influence of the tire-road interaction on the braking capabilitie
vehicles during emergency braking manuevers, which are cr
to preserve safety in AHSf4g.

A precise knowledge of the tire-road friction characteristic
important not only from the perspective of emergency brakin
also provides key information regarding safe spacing policies
are useful at vehicle and traffic management centers leve
both cases, the provided information allows to improve sa
However, tire-road friction characteristics are difficult to estim
due to model complexities and variation of physical conditio

Research in tire-road friction modeling and estimation for i
vidual vehicles is abundant. The pseudostatic model given inf5g,
known as the “magic formula,” gives a good approximation
experimental results and is widely used in automotive rese
and industries. However, this model has a complex analy
structure and its parameters are difficult to identify. For these
sons the magic formula is more used for simulation than for
trol purposes. Inf6,7g, identifiable pseudostatic parametric frict
models are presented. Although the parameters in these m
lack direct physical interpretation, they can be identified thro
on-line adaptation.

Recently, dynamic friction models, such as the one presen
f8g, were introduced to capture the friction phenomenon m
accurately. These dynamic friction models can reproduce
served behavior that static models, as the magic formulaf5g, can-
not capture: hysteretic cycles and Stribeck effect, among o
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Their parameters can be related with materials properties, su
stiffness and viscous damping, and therefore their effects
easier to analyze.

In f9g a LuGre model, which is a first-order dynamic frictio
model, was introduced to replicate the tire-road interface.
model was modified inf10g to include one parameter to repres
different road conditions. An adaptation law was proposed t
timate this parameter during vehicle traction. Inf11g an adaptiv
emergency braking controller was designed based on a s
dynamic friction model.

The goal of this paper is to extend the work off11g, where the
authors assumed that only one parameter in the LuGre dyn
friction model was unknown to design a controller-observer
emergency braking control. The results inf11g showed the prob
lem of slow convergence of the estimated vehicle velocity
relative velocity due to the structure of the vehicle-tire sys
dynamics. In this paper most of the tire-road model paramete
assumed unknown. In addition, in order to overcome the
convergence problem in the estimator, a parameter adaptatio
that uses measurements of both angular velocity of the whee
vehicle longitudinal acceleration is designed. Moreover, the a
tation scheme proposed in this paper achieves underestima
the maximum friction coefficient, under the proper choice of
parameter adaptation gains and initial conditions of the estim
parameters. This is a very desirable feature from the safety
of view f1,7g.

Although this paper is constrained to longitudinal contro
emergency braking, the knowledge of the tire-road model pa
eters is also important when lateral control comes into play.
application of this dynamic friction model to three-dimensio
tire-road behavior has been proposed inf12g.

The paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 describe
vehicle system dynamics. A controller for emergency bra
manuevers that combines an adaptive algorithm with observe
the velocity and the friction internal state is presented in Sec.
Lyapunov-based stability analysis for the observers and para
adaptation law is also presented in this section. Section 4 ana

of

3;

the conditions to achieve underestimation of the maximum fric-
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tion coefficient. Simulation results for this estimation and con
scheme are presented in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6 contains co
ing remarks and directions for future work.

2 System Dynamics
This paper considers only the longitudinal dynamics of the

hicle. It is assumed that the four wheels of the vehicle apply
same braking force. For simplicity, it is also assumed that the
has no slope and that the weight of the vehicle is distrib
evenly among the four wheels. A quarter vehicle model3 that in-
cludes a modified lumped LuGre friction model is as followsf11g:

ż= vr −
s0uvru
hsvrd

z= vr − s0fsvrdz s1ad

Jv̇ = rFx − ut s1bd

mv̇ = − 4Fx − Fa s1cd

where z is the friction internal state,vr =v−rv is the relative
velocity, r the wheel radius,hsvrd=mc+sms−mcde−uvr /vsu

1/2
, fsvrd

= uvru /hsvrd, ms is the normalized static friction coefficient,mc is
the normalized Coulomb friction coefficient,vs is the Stribeck
relative velocity,ut is the traction-braking torque,Fx the traction
braking force given by the tire-road contact,Fa the aerodynami
force, m the vehicle mass,J the tire rotational inertia, and th
parameters0 is the rubber longitudinal stiffness. The model in
s3d has been modified byf13g to consider the case when the fr
tion force in the contact patch is not evenly distributed. This le
to include a “convective” term in Eq.s3d. For simplicity, in this
paper, the friction force is assumed uniformly distributed in
contact patch.

The braking forceFx is given by

Fx = Fnss0z+ s1ż+ s2vrd s2d

where s1 is the rubber longitudinal damping,s2 is the viscou
relative damping and the normal forceFn=mg/4, if vehicle mas
is uniformly distributed among the four tires. It is possible to
another factor, to consider that during braking there is a sh
the load that will increase the normal force in the front ti
According tof14g, the aerodynamic force can be modeled as

Fa = Cavv
2

whereCav is he aerodynamic coefficient.
Substituting the above equation into Eq.s1cd and considerin

vr =v−rv as the state variable, Eqs.s1bd ands1cd can be rewritte
as

v̇ = − cm − dv2 s3ad

v̇r = − sa + cdm − dv2 + eKbPb s3bd

with a=r2mg/4J, c=g, d=Cav /m and e=r /J. As suggested i
f15g, the braking torque is approximated byub=KbPb, whereKb is
an overall braking system gain andPb the controlled master cy
inder pressure.

3 Controller-Observer Design

3.1 Velocity Observer.Assuming that the wheel angular v
locity and the vehicle longitudinal acceleration are known,4 the
instantaneous value ofm can be derived from Eq.s1bd. It is pos-
sible to propose the following observer for the vehicle veloci

v̇̂ = − cm − dv̂2 + Lỹ2 s4d

3This simplified model is common in the tire-road friction literature.
4This is a reasonable assumption as most modern vehicles already have

angular velocity measurements, and solid-state accelerometers are cheap and

install.
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whereỹ2ª v̇− v̂̇=−dṽsv+ v̂d with v̂̇ª−cm−dv̂2.
The velocity estimation error dynamics are

v̇̃ = − dṽsv + v̂ds1 − Ld s5d
Define the Lyapunov candidate function

W1 = 1
2ṽ2 s6d

Its time derivative is

Ẇ1 = ṽv̇̃ = − dṽ2sv + v̂ds1 − Ld ø 0

Introduce the following lemma
Lemma 1: Assume L,0, then ṽs0d,0⇒ ṽstd,0, ∀tù0 or

ṽs0d.0⇒ ṽstd.0, ∀tù0.
Proof: For any given value ofv andv̂ the solution to Eq.s5d is

of the form

ṽstd = ṽs0de−s1−Lde0
t dsv+v̂ddt s7d

This term will never change sign, therefore, ifṽs0d,0⇒ ṽstd
,0, ∀tù0 or if ṽs0d.0⇒ ṽstd.0, ∀tù0. j

Remark 1 Lemma 1 impliesẆ1,0 and asymptotic stability o
ṽ=0 follows. Moreover, if the observer gainuLu is chosen larg
enough, the estimated vehicle velocityv̂ converges quickly to th
true valuev.

The error dynamics of this velocity observer depends onl
the longitudinal velocity. In this sense it is different from ot
observers reported in the literature that used both longitu
acceleration and wheel angular velocity measurements.

3.2 Internal State Observer and Adaptive Parameter
Estimation. First note that substituting Eq.s1ad into Eq.s2d yields

m = s0z+ s1fvr − s0fsvrdzg − s2vr = s0z− s3fsvrdz+ s4vr s8d

where s3=s0s1, s4=s1−s2 and fsvrd= uvru /hsvrd. This expres
sion is linear in the parameterss0,s3 ands4, i.e.,

m = fz− fsvrdz vrg3s0

s3

s4
4 = UQ s9d

whereUª fz− fsvrdz vrg andQª fs0s3s4gT.
Propose the following observer for the internal statez

ż̂= v̂r − ŝ0fsv̂rdẑ s10d

and a gradient-type parameter adaptation law

Q̃
˙

= − GÛTm̃ s11d

where G=diagsg0,g3,g4d.0 is a diagonal matrix of adaptati

gains, Û is the regressor in Eq.s9d evaluated at the estimat
quantities, i.e.,

Û = fẑ− fsv̂rdẑ v̂rg

and m̃ is defined by

m̃ = UQ − ÛQ̂ = ÛQ̃ + ÛQ s12d

with Ũ=U−Û. m̃=m−m̂ is defined as the estimation error on
friction coefficient. Note that the friction coefficientm is calcu-
lated by the dynamicss1bd as

m = −
Jv̇ + eKbPb

p
s13d

eel
sy to

with p=mgr/4 and assuming that the angular acceleration and the
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braking pressure can be measured.5

Rearrange Eq.s12d to obtain

m̃ = fẑ− fsv̂rdẑ v̂rg3s̃0

s̃3

s̃4
4 + fz̃− fsvrdz+ fsv̂rdẑ ṽrg3s0

s3

s4
4 = fs0

− s3fsvrdgz̃+ ẑs̃0 − fsv̂rdẑs̃3 + v̂rs̃4 + s4ṽr − s3ẑffsvrd − fsv̂rdg
s14d

The termfsvrd− fsv̂rd can be expanded in a Taylor series abouvr.
This yields

fsvrd − fsv̂rd =
dfsvrd

dvr
ṽr =

dfsvrd
dvr

ṽ s15d

where the last expression was derived using the fact thatvr =v
−rv andv̂r = v̂−rv, therefore,ṽr =vr − v̂r = ṽ. Substituting Eq.s15d
into Eq. s14d

m̃ = fs0 − s3fsvrdgz̃+ ẑs̃0 − fsv̂rdẑs̃3 + v̂rs̃4 + fs4 − s3ẑf8svrdgṽ
s16d

with f8svrd=dfsvrd /dvr.
6

The error dynamics ofz̃ from Eqs.s1ad and s10d are given by

ż̃= f1 − s0f8svrdẑgṽ − s0fsvrdz̃− fsv̂rdẑs̃0 s17d

3.3 Controller Design.In this paper, the LuGre dynamic tir
road friction model is used to estimate a target maximum slilm
for the emergency braking maneuver. To calculate this valuelm
it is necessary to obtain an equivalent pseudostatic solution fo
dynamic friction model such that for a given velocity it will
possible to locate the relative velocity at which maximum co
cient of friction is attained. Assuming that vehicle velocityv is
constant and that normal force is uniformly distributed on a
angular tire-road contact patch, then a distributed LuGre tire
friction model can be solved to obtain the following pseudos
relationship betweenm andl=vr /v

msl,vr,Qd = hsvrdH1 + 2g
hsvrd
s0l uhu

se−fss0l uhud/2hsvrdg − 1dJ + s2vr ,

h =
vr

rv
=

l

1 − l
, g = 1 −

s1uhu
rvhsvrd

s18d

where l is the length of the tire-road contact patch. Details
obtain this equivalent pseudostatic solution can be foun
f11,16g. The value oflm is obtained from

lm = argmax
l

hmsl,vr,Qdj

To continue with the controller design, it is necessary to se
value for the pressure of the master cylinderPb; for that purpos
define

s̃= v̂r − l̂mv̂ = v̂s1 − l̂md − rv s19d

as the desired relative velocity for the emergency braking ma

ver. In this expressionv̂r = v̂r −rv andl̂m is the estimated value

lm based on the current estimation ofv̂, i.e., l̂m

=arg maxl̂hmsl̂ ,vr ,Q̂dj. Taking the time derivative of Eq.s19d

5Angular acceleration can be calculated from wheel angular velocity mea
ments, while the master cylinder braking pressure can be obtained from the
actuator.

6It should be noted that the functionfsvrd is not differentiable with respect tovr

when vr =0. It is assumed, however, that during emergency braking the signvr

does not change.
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ṡ̃= v̇̂s1 − l̂md − rv̇ − v̂l̂
˙

m

= v̇̂s1 − l̂md −
rf

J
m +

reKbPb

J
− v̂

]l̂m

] v̂
v̇̂ − v̂

]l̂m

]v
v̇ s20d

The partial derivatives oflm can be calculated numerical
Choosing

Pb =
J

reKb
F− v̇̂s1 − l̂md +

rf

J
m + v̂

]l̂m

] v̂
v̇̂ + v̂

]l̂m

]v
v̇ − zs̄G

s21d

wherez.0 is a gain and substituting in Eq.s20d gives

ṡ̃= − zs̃ s22d
Define the following Lyapunov function candidate

W4 = 1
2s̃2 s23d

Taking the time derivative of Eq.s23d and using Eq.s22d

Ẇ4 = − zs̃2 ø 0 s24d

The asymptotic stability ofs̃=0 follows.

3.4 Combined Stability Analysis.Propose, in addition to E
s6d, the following set of Lyapunov function candidates

W2 = 1
2z̃2 s25d

W3 = 1
2Q̃TG−1Q̃ s26d

and define now the composite Lyapunov function candidate

W= W1 + W2 + W3 = o
i=1

3

Wi s27d

The time derivative of Eq.s27d can be written as

Ẇ= ṽv̇̃ + z̃ż̃+ Q̃TG−1Q̃
˙ s28d

Using the observer error dynamics and parameter adaptatio
in Eqs.s5d, s17d, ands11d, Eq. s28d becomes

Ẇ= − dsv + v̂ds1 − Ldṽ2 + z̃fs1 − s0f8svrdẑdṽ − s0fsvrdz̃

− fsv̂rdẑs̃0g − sQ̃TÛTÛQ̃ + Q̃TÛTŨQd s29d

The termŨ can be expressed as

Ũ = f0 − f8svrdẑ 1gṽ + f1 − fsvrd 0gz̃= U1ṽ + U2z̃ s30d

whereU1=f0 − f8svrdẑ 1g andU2=f1 − fsvrd 0g. Using Eq.s30d,
Eq. s29d can be written as a quadratic form

Ẇ= − fQ̃z̃ṽg3ÛTÛ ÛTU2Q ÛTU1Q

U3 s0fsvrd − s1 − s0f8svrdẑd
0 0 ds1 − Ldsv + v̂d

43Q̃

z̃

ṽ
4 = − FTMF

s31d

whereF=fQ̃ z̃ ṽgT=fs̃0 s̃4 s̃4 z̃ ṽgT, U3=ffsv̂rdẑ 0 0g and

M =3
ẑ2 − ẑ2fsv̂rd ẑv̂r w1ẑ w2ẑ

− ẑ2fsv̂rd ẑ2f2sv̂rd − ẑfsv̂rdv̂r − w1ẑfsv̂rd − w2ẑfsv̂rd
ẑv̂r − ẑfsv̂rdv̂r v̂r

2 w1v̂r w2v̂r

ẑfsv̂rd 0 0 s0fsvrd − w3

0 0 0 0 w4

4
with w1=s0−s3fsvrd, w2=s4−s3f8svrdẑ, w3=1−s0f8svrdẑ, and
w4=ds1−Ldsv+ v̂d.

re-
ke
Note that
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+

M − M T

2
= M 1 + M 2

where M 1=M 1
T=sM +M Td /2 is a symmetric matrix andM 2

=−M 2
T=sM −M Td /2 is a skew-symmetric matrix. Thus, Eq.s31d
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Ẇ= − FTM 1F − FTM 2F = − FTM 1F

The last equality comes from the fact thatFTM 2F=0. It is direct
to show that the symmetric matrix
M 1 = 3
ẑ2 − ẑ2fsv̂rd ẑv̂r

1

2
ẑsw1 + fsv̂rdd

1

2
ẑw2

− ẑ2fsv̂rd ẑ2f2sv̂rd − ẑfsv̂rdv̂r −
1

2
ẑw1fsv̂rd −

1

2
w2ẑfsv̂rd

ẑv̂r − ẑfsv̂rdv̂r v̂r
2 1

2
w1v̂r

1

2
w2v̂r

1

2
ẑsw1 + fsv̂rdd −

1

2
ẑw1fsv̂rd

1

2
w1v̂r s0fsvrd −

1

2
w3

1

2
ẑw2 −

1

2
w2ẑfsv̂rd

1

2
w2v̂r −

1

2
w3 w4

4 ù 0 s32d
all
-

ed by
-
s

in

width
idered.
direct
l hu-

ed.

com-

t
n of
by the fact that

detM 1s1,1d = ẑ2 . 0, detM 1s1:j ,1:jd = 0, for j = 2,3,4,5

From Eq.s32d it is known that

Ẇ= − FTM1F ø 0

which indicates that Eq.s31d is negative semi-definite. The stab

ity of ṽ=0, z̃=0, andŨ=0 follows. Using Barbalat’s Lemma it

possible to show that limt→`ṽstd=0. Convergence ofz̃=0 andŨ
=0 cannot be guaranteed if there is no persistence of excita
Using the fact thatṽ=0, in this case the equilibria that are reac
satisfy

s̃0ẑS1 −
w1

s0
D − ẑfsvrds̃3 + v̂rs̃4 = 0 s33d

z̃+
ẑ

s0
s̃0 = 0 s34d

Remark 2 In the above combined stability analysis
Lyapunov candidateW4 introduced for the controller design co
troller was not included because the controlled target errors̃ given
by s19d is decoupled with the observer and parameter adapt

errors Q̃ , z̃, and ṽ. Therefore, the stability of the controller
analyzed separately to the observers and the parameter estim

4 Underestimation of Friction Coefficient
A very desirable feature to be attained with the observer

adaptive scheme in Eqs.s5d, s11d, ands17d is the underestimatio
of the maximum coefficient of frictionmm. This underestimatio
provides conservative estimates for the intervehicle distance
will yield safe emergency braking maneuvers.

From Eq.s8d it is clear that

s̃0std ù 0, s̃3std ø 0, ands̃4std ù 0 s35d

will produce this desired underestimation property, i.e.,m̂mstd
ømmstd provided that:

Assumption 1

1. The estimated state variablev̂ converge to its true sta
n.
d

on

tors.

d

at

2. The estimated state variableẑ converges quickly.
3. zù0, vr ù0 and fsvrdù0.
Remark 3 To justify the first condition in Assumption 1, rec

the error dynamics of state variableṽ given by Eqs.s5d. By choos
ing a large observer gainL, the quick convergence ofv̂ can be
guaranteed by Lemma 1. The second condition can be obtain
analyzing the error dynamics ofz̃ in Eq. s17d. The quick conver
gence rate of estimated stateẑ follows from Eq.s17d, and the fact

that ṽ→0, s0 is large, andẑ,Q̂ are bounded. The last condition
Assumption 1 follows directly from the definitions ofvr and fsvrd.
It is clear that in this analysis other possible sources of band
constraints of the systems, such as time delays, are not cons
The scheme is designed to be used in vehicles that have
actuation on the brakes systems. This is necessary if typica
man reaction times to emergency situations are to be reduc

In this section it is assumed that:
Assumption 2

1. s̃0s0d.0, s̃3s0d,0 ands̃4s0d.0.
2. vstdùvmin, ∀tù0

Under these assumptions, the structure of the system
posed bys̃0,s̃3 and s̃4 is

3ṡ̃0

ṡ̃3

ṡ̃4

4 = 3 − g0ẑ
2 g0fsvrdẑ2 − g0ẑvr

g3fsvrdẑ2 − g3f2svrdẑ2 g3fsvrdẑvr

− g4ẑvr g4fsvrdẑvr − g4vr
2 43s̃0

s̃3

s̃4
4

s36d
For simplicity, consider the system in Eq.s36d as time invarian

in order to find an approximate condition for underestimatio
friction coefficientm. The solution, with initial conditionss̃0s0d,
s̃3s0d and s̃4s0d, is

s̃0std =
1

b
fsg0ẑ

2e−bt + g3ẑ
2f2svrd + g4vr

2ds̃0s0d + s1

− e−btdg0ẑ
2fsvrds̃3s0d + s1 − e−btdg4v

2s̃4s0dg s37ad
r

MARCH 2005, Vol. 127 / 25
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s̃3std =
1

b
fs1 − e−btdg3ẑ

2fsvrds̃0s0d + sag0ẑ
2 + g4vr

2

+ g3ẑ
2f2svrde−btds̃3s0d − ss1 − e−btdg3g4vr

2/g0ds̃4s0dg
s37bd

s̃4std =
1

b
fs1 − e−btdg0ẑ

2s̃0s0d − s1 − e−btdg0ẑ
2fsvrds̃3s0d + sg0ẑ

2

+ g3ẑ
2f2svrd + g4vr

2e−btds̃4s0dg s37cd

whereb=g0ẑ
2+g3ẑ

2f2svrd+g4vr
2.

Lemma 2 Assume that Lemma 1 and Assumption 2 hold,
there exist gainsg0,g3, and g4 such that if the following cond
tions are satisfied

Sg0 + g4
vr

2

ẑ2Dus̃3s0du ù g3fsvrds̃0s0d ù g0us̃3s0du s38d

then s̃0stdù0, s̃3stdø0 and s̃4stdù0, ∀tù0.
Proof: First assume thatt is close to 0, then the evolution

s̃0std ,s̃3std and s̃4std is dominated bys̃0s0d.0, s̃3s0d,0 and
s̃4s0d.0 because the terms1−e−btd can be neglected. Now a
sume the worst possible case, which happens ift@0. In this situ-
ation for s̃0std to remain positive, according to Eq.s37ad, it is
necessary that

sg3ẑ
2f2svrd + g4vr

2ds̃0s0d + g4vr
2s̃4s0d ù g0ẑ

2fsvrdus̃3s0du
s39d

Inequality s39d will hold if

g3ẑ
2fsvrds̃0s0d ù g0ẑ

2fsvrdus̃3s0du s40d

which is precisely the second inequality in Inequalitys38d. Simi-
larly, according to Eq.s37bd, for s̃3std to remain negative it i
necessary that

sg0ẑ
2 + g4vr

2dus̃3s0du +
g3g4

g0
vr

2s̃4s0d ù g3ẑ
2fsvrds̃0s0d s41d

Inequality s41d will hold, in turn, if

sg0ẑ
2 + g4vr

2dus̃3s0du ù g3ẑ
2fsvrds̃0s0d s42d

which is the first inequality in Inequalitys38d. According to Eq
s37cd, s̃4std will always remain positive. j

Finally, the main result of this paper is stated in the follow
theorem.

Theorem 1 Consider Assumption 2 and Lemmas 1 and 2,
under the observer and adaptation laws in Eqs.s4d, s10d, ands11d
the equilibriumṽ=0, z̃=0 andŨ=0 is stable. Moreover, the max
mum coefficient of friction mmax is underestimated an

limt→`ṽstd=0, limt→`z̃std=0 and limt→`Ũ=0.
Proof: The choice ofz̃s0d,0, s̃0s0d.0, s̃3s0d,0 and s̃4s0d

.0 together with Lemma 2 implies thatÛŨù0 and, therefore

that the productŨTÛTÛŨ does not vanish, except whenŨ=0.
Choose Lyapunov function candidateV as

W= h1W1 + h2W2 + h3W3 = o
i=1

3

hiWi

with h1,h2, andh3 are positive numbers. The time derivative oV
satisfies, similar ass31d,

V̇ = − fŨ z̃ ṽg3h3Û
TÛ h3Û

TU2U h3Û
TU1U

h2U3 h2s0fsvrd − h2s1 − s0f8svrdẑd
0 0 h1ds1 − Ldsv + v̂d

43Ũ

z̃

ṽ
4
s43d
Equations43d can be bounded by
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n

n

V̇ ø − fiŨi uz̃u uṽug3h3iÛTÛi h3iÛTU2Ui h3iÛTU1Ui
h2iU3i h2s0fsvrd − h2s1 − s0f8svrdẑd

0 0 h1ds1 − Ldsv + v̂d
4

33iŨi
uz̃u
uṽu

4 = − 1
2CTsHS + STHdC s44d

whereC=fiŨi uz̃u uṽugT, H =diaghh3,h2,h1j and

S= 3iÛTÛi iÛTU2Ui iÛTU1Ui
iU3i s0fsvrd − s1 − s0f8svrdẑd

0 0 ds1 − Ldsv + v̂d
4 s45d

According to f17g a necessary and sufficient condition for
existence of scalarh1,h2, andh3 that will make Eq.s44d negative
definite is that the principal minors of the matrixS are positive
definite. The first two minors are proven directly to be posi
the third one, given by

ds1 − Ldsv + v̂dẑ2f2svrds3 s46d
will be greater or equal to zero provided that conditions on L
mas 1 and 2 are satisfied. This proves asymptotic stability

therefore that limt→`ṽstd=0, limt→`z̃std=0 and limt→`Ũ=0.
The underestimation ofmmax follows directly from Eq.s8d and

Lemma 2. j

5 Simulation Results
In this section, the controller-observer designed in this p

will be tested by simulations. Before doing that, the ability of
LuGre dynamic friction model to describe tire-road frictio
forces is illustrated. Figure 1 shows how the LuGre dynamic
tion model and the magic formulaf5g fit a set of experimental da
obtained fromf18g. The curve that corresponds to the dyna
friction model was obtained with the pseudostatic solution
scribed by Eq.s18d in Sec. 3. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the tw
curves are very similar. Other testing results with different ex
mental data showed consistent fitting behavior.

Emergency braking manuevuers are simulated. They cons
driving a vehicle traveling at a speed of 30 m/s to a complete
as soon as possible. It is assumed that just before the v
executes the emergency braking manuever, the parameters
dynamic friction modelU, the friction internal statez, and the
vehicle velocityv are unknown. The observer and adaptation
will work simultaneously with the emergency braking control l

In order to illustrate the underestimation feature of the con
ler, it is also assumed that signs ofs̃0,s̃3, ands̃4 are known. It is
also important to remark that the scenario that is simulated c
sponds to the worst possible case during emergency braking
uevers, i.e., that there is no precise knowledge of the parame
the moment the emergency braking maneuver has to be init
In a normal situation, if the observers and parameter adap
law are already active before the emergency braking, the
state and friction parameters would be properly known, and
controller would achieve near to maximum emergency brak7

However, a much more challenging situation occurs if there
sudden change in the parameters of the tire-road interface a
controller has to adapt them while performing the emerg
braking maneuver.

If the parameter adaptation law is being used, for examp
set a proper intervehicle distance based on the current tire

7The braking force is not maximum because initially the controller does not
full brakes, that is the optimal value. Instead, it tries to track asymptoticall

ˆ
desired slip given bylm.
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interface, then the controller can guarantee avoidance of rea
lisions between vehicles. However, a sudden change on th
rameters of this interface can lead to situations where it is
possible to guarantee that a emergency braking would not en
rear collision. This is the case when the friction coefficient
creases from one point on the road to another. Even in this w
case scenario, the controller designed in this paper will ach
braking in such a way that in case of a collision, this will hap
with the smallest possible velocity. This is the safest behavio
can expect in such a difficult situation.

When a sudden change in the friction coefficient happens
convenient to have different sets of possible initial condition

Fig. 1 Comparison between the psedo
model and the “magic formula” for a brak

Fig. 2 Dyna
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ol-
pa-
ot
n a
-
st-
ve
n
e

is
o

guarantee underestimation. In this case it is possible to use
niques, such as the one proposed byf19g, that allows one to hav
a quick indication on the type of tire-road interaction.

The nominal data for the simulation are taken from the pa
eters of the LeSabre cars used in the California PATH progra
M =1701.0 Kg Cav=0.3693 N s2/m2, J=2.603 Kg m2,R
=0.323 m and the brake coefficientKb=0.9. The nominal valu
for the dynamic friction models was obtained off-line by adjus
a proper set of parameters that fit the data of a pseudostati
tion curvef11g. As mentioned before, it is assumed that meas
ments of wheel angular velocity and vehicle longitudinal acce

tic solution of the LuGre dynamic
case

surface s̃
sta
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tion are available. Before attemping an emergency bra
maneuver the vehicle is cruising at a constant speed of 30 m

Figure 2 shows the convergence of the dynamic surfaces̃ for
the emergency braking maneuver. It is clear that the errors̃ con-
verges to zero very fast. Althought the dynamics of the veh
and the tire-road interface do not allow an instantenous chan
the relative velocity, the results in Fig. 2 show that the dyna
surface is first crossed at 0.1 s

Figure 3 illustrates the time evolution of the estimated veh
velocity and relative velocity. It is shown that both estimated
locities, v̂ andv̂r, converge rapidly to their true values. The ini
guess for the longitudinal velocity can be obtained fromv̂s0d
=wr.

Fig. 3 Estimated velocity
Fig. 4 Friction coefficient m an
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Figure 4 shows the friction coefficient and braking pres
during the emergency braking maneuver. It is important to re
that there is an increase in the coefficient of friction at the en
the maneuver. This behavior is consistant with other observa
in the literature that suggest a velocity dependence in the c
cient of friction f20g. Figure 5 shows the braking accelerat
Magnitude of deceleration increases with time.

The estimated internal friction statez is shown in Fig. 6. Figur

7 illustrates the evolution of the estimated friction parameteÛ
when a proper set of initial estimation errors and adaptation
are chosen. It is clear that when the velocity of the vehic
above 3 m/s estimated parameters converge. There is a
bance in the convergence of the parameters at the end

… and relative velocity „v̂ r…
„v̂
d braking pressure Pb „KPa…
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maneuver. In the last 0.5 s the deviations of the estimated p
eters result from the “Stribeck effect” that induces a change o
coefficient of friction. It should be noted, from the plot of the e
in the coefficient of friction on Fig. 4, that underestimation
maximum friction coefficient occurs at all times.

Figure 8 illustrates parameter evolution in a simulation
which underestimation does not occur. In this case, as F
shows, the emergency braking maneuver is still properly c
pleted. However, if the spacing between the vehicle and its
ing vehicle is established based on this overestimated max
friction coefficient, a rear collision may occur. Strategies of c
dinated braking, like the one suggested inf1g, may prove useful t

Fig. 5 Brakin

Fig. 6 Internal state „z, dashed …, esti
˜
mation error „z…
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m-
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avoid real collisions even in this case of overestimation.
implementations of this coordinated braking requires, how
some degree of automation in vehicles.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the reference rela
velocity, the relative velocity and the dynamic surfaces̃ when
there is a change in the vehicle massM of 30% and of the brake
system gainKb of 10%. It can be noted that even if there i
degradation on performance, the emergency braking man
still works properly and shows the robustness of the contr
against uncertainties in some of the critical parameters.

Simulation results show that the adaptive controller sch

cceleration

ted internal state „ẑ, solid …, and esti-
ma
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at
presented in this paper overcomes the drawback given inf11g by
using vehicle longitudinal acceleration in addition to wheel an
lar velocity. By using these measurements, the lack of observ
ity issue reported inf11g is addressed.

It is important to remark that the simulation results obta
with this dynamic friction approach are not easy to compare t
normal pseudostatic friction curves, as that in Fig. 1. Emerg
braking is a dynamic maneuver in which all the states ch
rapidly. This is very different from the situation that is used

Fig. 7 Adapted parameters; underestim

Fig. 8 Adapted parameters; non-und

dashed
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laboratories to produce the pseudostatic friction curves, whe
dynamic evolution is controlled and only a limited set of stea
state points are used produce these curves.

It is to expect that the three feedback terms included in
velocity observer, parameter adaptation law, and master cy
pressure control law will be helpful to compensate errors in
measurement of the instantaneous friction coefficient and o
value for the brakes system gain.

Finally, the simulations are performed in a noise-free scen

ion case, reference value dashed

stimation case, reference value
ere
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The lack of this noise is a severe disadvantage for the ident
tion process. The exciting signal in this case, the emergency
ing trajectory, is a signal that lacks persistence of excitation
ditions. Therefore, the results obtained represents a pesi
scenario.

6 Conclusions
In this paper emergency braking control of vehicles was

cussed. Under the assumption that a first-order dynamic fri
model appropriately represents the behavior of the tire-
forces, a controller-observer scheme was designed to dete
the unknown tire-road model parameters and the nonmea

Fig. 9 Estimated of velocity „v̂… and re
case

˜
Fig. 10 Dynamic surface s with mass M
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system states. It was assumed that measurements of wheel a
velocity and longitudinal acceleration are available, which
reasonable assumption in modern vehicles. The control law
the master cylinder pressure in such a way that near-opt
braking was achieved. Stability analysis of the comb
controller-observer scheme was presented. The reference
tory for the maneuver tried to keep maximum friction at all tim
during the braking process. Moreover, under the proper choi
gains of the parameter adaptation law and initial values of
mated parameters, the proposed scheme was shown to a
underestimation of the maximum friction coefficient under lac
persistence of excitation. This is a very desirable feature from

ve velocity „v̂ r…; non-underestimation
lati
changed 30% and Kb changed 10%
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Regel
perspective of safe spacing policies. Simulation results sh
the capability of dynamic friction models to replicate well-kno
pseudostatic friction models. When applied to an emergency
ing maneuver, these results showed that vehicles can be st
quickly with a near-maximum deceleration.

There are several advantages of using this controller-obs
scheme. It is a useful device to improve safety during extr
driving conditions. It can be used to derive safe spacing pol
that obey real road conditions. These policies can be dir
implemented in automated vehicles or indirectly through dr
advise in manual traffic flow. It can interact with roadside in
structure to help traffic management control centers to adjus
work capacity when there are changes in road-tire interfaces
influence on highway capacity. It is clear that in all cases the
goal is to improve overall vehicle safety levels and to incre
highway capacity in real road conditions.

There are, naturally, limitations in the approach presente
this paper and additional refinements are necessary if results
be implemented. A more realistic model for the brake system
be used; this will lead to a better control signal for the ma
cylinder pressure. Another issue refers to the use of a one-q
vehicle model. Although one of such models can be set inde
dently for each tire, there are effects in braking, as load shif
that have to be taken into account and incorporated in this m
If this proves not to be sufficient, then a more complex veh
model can be used. Although the measurement of linear acc
tion was included to overcome the problem of lack of observ
ity of vehicle velocity from wheel-speed measurements, it w
be convenient to add other sensors that will add robustness
estimation of longitudinal velocity. GPS or DGPS sensors ca
used for this purpose, although there are still bandwith limitat
in these devices that need to be addressed.
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